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in january 2018, a user called "sonic" managed to crack denuvo on sonic forces in four hours [6] by using vmprotect. "sonic" later created a guide on how to bypass denuvo on other games, [7] and even released a tool on github to automatically crack denuvo. [8] one of the most
interesting things is that "sonic" found a way to bypass denuvo using vmprotect, which is a denuvo-exclusive debug tool. [9] "sonic" also reported that using vmprotect is the only known method to crack denuvo, as the game's executable file will detect the vmprotect and will not decrypt

the denuvo-protected data. [10] in september 2018, a group of crackers were able to crack the denuvo-protected game metal gear solid 5: the phantom pain using a combination of vmprotect and the crack superkeygen 2.0. one of the crackers reported that this could be a first step
towards bypassing denuvo on other games. some of the games are "standalone" or "platform-specific" and don't require a full copy of the game to run, but still contain denuvo for some reason. they also have denuvo-specific patches that must be installed first. note that you will have the

exact steam version of the game (updates, virus-free etc.), but you won't have access to steam-related features (friends, achievements etc.); it's arguable whether this can be called drm-free version, but it most certainly will be downloaded from steam.
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some of these things may happen without you knowing it. for example, you may have to update your game on steam or run an optional update; any of these updates may activate the denuvo protection. you may not be informed about any of these things, but there is nothing to stop
denuvo checking for updates and activating the protection automatically if they detect a denuvo-protected game has been cracked. i’ve found a way to crack denuvo-protected games, and it’s basically the same as what hackers do to get game keys: they use cracks to get their hands on
the denuvo drm-protected executable. in this case, the cracker has a cracked version of the denuvo executable, which is then used to bypass denuvo’s anti-tamper feature. obviously, this technique won’t work with all denuvo-protected games. in fact, it won’t work with games that have a

genuine activation system, because the cracker will be unable to create a valid activation key. in july 2017, anonymous hackers released an exploit to bypass denuvo on diablo 3, [31] which then got patched in a month's time. it was later claimed that this exploit will work for a large
number of games and in november 2017, an exploit was released to break denuvo on call of duty: wwii. an exploit for the same game was released on april 11, 2018. [32] an exploit for diablo iii was released on june 30, 2018. [33] one of the creators of the denuvo software solutions,

nicolas blais, mentioned that this is a first step and that future updates will make it more difficult to crack denuvo. [4] denuvo's marketing director thomas goebl stated that hackers are going to continue to try and crack denuvo for the foreseeable future. [5] 5ec8ef588b
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